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Abstract 

 The use of cooperative transmissions in multipath 

wireless networks is achieving Virtual Multiple Input 

Single Output (VMISO) links.  The physical layer   

benefits translate into network level performance im-

provements.  The improvements are nontrivial but rely 

on two crucial algorithmic decisions: the number of 

cooperating transmitters for each link and the coopera-

tion strategy used by the transmitters. The system ex-

plore the tradeoffs in making routing decisions using 

analytical models and derives the key routing consid-

erations. Finally, present an adaptive diversity routing 

protocol  that includes algorithmic solutions to the 

above two decision problems and leverages VMISO 

links in multihop wireless network to achieve perfor-

mance improvement.The objective of the paper is to 

create taxonomy of the multihop routing in wireless 

networks and to survey and compare representative 

example for each work.  

Intex terms: diversity routing, cooperative transmis-

sion 

Introduction 

   A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a self con-

figuring network consisting of mobile hosts equipped 

with wireless communication devices. The transmis-

sion of a mobile host is received by all hosts within its 

transmission range due to the broadcast nature of 

wireless communication and Omni directional anten-

nae. If two wireless hosts are out of their transmission 

ranges in the ad hoc networks, other mobile hosts lo-

cated between them can forward their messages, 

which effectively build connected networks among 

the mobile hosts in the deployed area. Due to the mo-

bility of wireless hosts, each host needs to be 

equipped with the capability of an autonomous sys-

tem, or a routing function without any statically estab-

lished infrastructure or centralized administration. The 

mobile hosts can move arbitrarily and can be turned 

on or off without notifying other hosts. The mobility 

and autonomy introduces a dynamic topology of the 

networks.  

    A (MANET) is a system of wireless mobile nodes 

that dynamically self organize in arbitrary and tempo-

rary network topologies. People and vehicles can thus 

be internetworked in areas without a pre existing com-

munication infrastructure or when the use of such infra-

structure requires wireless extension. In the mobile ad 

hoc network, nodes can directly communicate with all 

the other nodes within their radio ranges whereas nodes 

that not in the direct communication range use interme-

diate nodes to communicate with each other. In these 

two situations, all the nodes that have participated in the 

communication automatically form a wireless network, 

therefore this kind of wireless network can be viewed as 

mobile ad hoc network. The mobile ad hoc network has 

the following typical features is unreliability of wireless 

links between nodes. Because of the limited energy 

supply for the wireless nodes and the mobility of the 

nodes, the wireless links between mobile nodes in the 

ad hoc network are not consistent for the communica-

tion participants. 

  Constantly changing topology, due to the continuous 

motion of nodes, the topology of the mobile ad hoc 

network changes constantly the nodes can continu-

ously move into and out of the radio range of the oth-

er nodes in the ad hoc network, and the routing in-

formation will be changing all the time because of the 

movement of the nodes. Lack of incorporation of se-

curity features in statically configured wireless rout-

ing protocol not meant for ad hoc environments. Be-

cause the topology of the ad hoc networks is changing 

constantly, it is necessary for each pair of adjacent 

nodes to incorporate in the routing issue so as to pre-

vent some kind of potential attacks that try to make 

use of vulnerabilities in the statically configured rout-

ing protocol. Because of the features listed above, the 

mobile ad hoc networks are more prone to suffer from 

the malicious behaviors than the traditional wired 

networks. Therefore, it needs a more attention to the 

security issues in the mobile ad hoc networks. 

Diversity Routing Protocol 

   Distributed diversity routing protocol  called   

Proteus, focus only on   the   route discovery step 
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of the routing protocol and  use conventional 

route   maintenance procedures for maintaining 

routes. Other components such as forwarding  are 

similar to popular on-demand protocols such as 

the Dynamic Source Routing protocol (DSR) ex-

cept  that  the  source  route packet  also  includes 

the  cluster  sizes  and  strategies to  be used  in  

addition to the  ids  of intermediate nodes. This is 

needed since a given node which  is part  of multi-

ple flows, can use different cluster  sizes to sup-

port each of the flows. The communication car-

ried out like client–server communication by send-

ing route request and route response. The nodes also 

hear pilot tones to track the number of VMISO 

links in vicinity. When the destination receives the 

route request, it transmits the Route Response 

(RREP) after adding the information about the vi-

cinity. The algorithm requires estimates for the 

following: 

 

1. Approximate Interference powers for every     

node  on the path. 

2 .  Number of flows already served by each node  

on the path. 

3.   Node  degree of each node  on the path. 

4.   Number of SISO hops  in the path 

 

 In the existing system Routing failure is 

possible in the multi hop wireless network. Route re-

computation is possible in the wireless network. it 

lead to routing failure in the wireless network for new 

route found. The network performance affected, be-

cause of array size of antenna not for routing perfor-

mance of wireless network. And it does not consider 

the different cluster size of grouping nodes. In coop-

erative communication highlight and aware of routing 

but do not consider the varying the strategy (rate, 

range) or its relation with cluster size. 

Related Work 

    Generally in the cooperative transmission [8] the 

signal fading is occurred due to the variation of re-

ceived signal changes in transmission path and media.       

Cooperative diversity algorithm based upon relays am-

plifying their received signals or fully decoding and 

repeating information. these algorithms are amplify-

and-forward and de- code-and-forward, respectively.  

These algorithms are combat multipath fading in larger 

networks. An alternative approach to improving band-

width efficiency of the algorithms based upon space–

time codes that allow all relays to transmit on the same 

subchannel and offer spatial diversity benefits without 

requiring feedback. The difference between decode- and-

forword and amplify-and-forword that are repetition based. 

In first phase, the source broadcasts to its destination and 

all potential relays. During second phase, the other termi-

nals relay to the destination either on orthogonal 

subchannels in the case of repetition –based or same sub 

channel in the case of space –time-coded. The system 

focus on slow fading and measure performance by out-

age probability to isolate the benefits of space diversity.  

    In distributed cooperative forwarding framework[4] 

in which packets are forwarded through cooperative 

links formed on the fly without the need for establish-

ing a prior direct route, by the help of cooperation with 

randomized distributed space-time codes (RDSTC).  

The system propose three co-operative routing mecha-

nisms, namely Cooperative Flooding (CF), Coopera-

tive Forwarding within Progress Region (CFPR) and 

CFPR with Dual Threshold (CFPR-DT). We show that 

our cooperative routing schemes  provide  improve-

ments  in  total  number  of  hops  to reach the destina-

tion, while the spatial footprint is kept at a much lower 

level, as compared to the schemes that employ direct  

transmission. it  is  shown  that  the  pro- posed coop-

erative forwarding framework enables guaranteed pro-

gress  of  the  packets  towards  the  final destination  

even for sparse networks, and provides robustness 

against mobility and fading with substantially reduced 

messaging burden as compared to direct forwarding 

and cooperative schemes based on direct routes. 

 

   Cooperative forwarding schemes, packets are forward-

ed through cooperative links formed on the fly, without 

the need for establishing a prior route and without any 

relay selection, actuation process. Distributed coopera-

tive routing frame- work facilitates routes that reduce 

the total number of hops and improve the spatial reuse 

of the network, while providing resilience to mobility. 

The CF can be used as a quick node discovery mecha-

nism instead of conventional direct flooding. it is shown 

that CFPR and CFPR-DT can  reduce the average num-

ber of hops to reach the destination, and reduce the 

spatial footprint on the network. 

 

   Variety of low complexity cooperative diversity proto-

cols [9] that can be utilized in the network that including 

fixed, selection, and incremental relaying. These proto-

cols employ different types of processing by the relay 

terminals, as well as different types of combining at the 

destination terminals. For fixed relaying, the relays de-

code, re-encode, and retransmit the messages. selection 

relaying builds upon fixed relaying by allowing transmit-

ting terminals to select a suitable cooperative 

(noncooperative) action Incremental relaying improves 
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upon the spectral efficiency of both fixed and selection 

relaying by exploiting limited feedback from the desti-

nation and relaying only when needed.  

 

   Location aware cooperative routing [12] the cross 

layer problem of combining routing and cooperative 

diversity in multi hop, bandwidth constrained, net-

works with dedicated multiple access. Previous work 

in cooperative diversity nearly always assumes coop-

eration to be a positive. In the large scale multi hop 

network, cooperation must only be used selectively. 

The merit is achievable data rate between a source and 

destination at a fixed probability of outage.  The en-

forcing multiple hops is detrimental to performance, 

since each extra hop requires bandwidth expansion. 

The performance can be significantly improved by in-

corporating a selective cooperative diversity scheme 

on a one hop link. On the other hand, the simulation 

results show that cooperative diversity does not im-

prove performance over a dynamic routing protocol 

which searches for the optimal, non diversity, route. 

Including the search for cooperative nodes into the 

dynamic route search, however, does further increase 

flow rates by decreasing the average number of hops 

and thus decreasing the required bandwidth expan-

sion. This paper Therefore points to the importance of 

an integrated approach to routing and the physical 

layer used in cooperative networks. The routes selec-

tion algorithm is used for transfer the information in 

the wireless network. 

    Cooperative transmissions [3] combat various fading 

effects in wireless communications by employing mul-

tiple antennas from different nodes to achieve spatial 

diversity. Virtual Multiple Input Single Output is one 

instance of cooperative transmissions capable of achiev-

ing higher receiving SNR, which can either extend the 

transmission range or increase the transmission rate. 

While the physical layer performance of Virtual MISO 

has been well studied and describes the Cooperative 

Source Routing (CSR) protocol to convert physical lay-

er gain into network level performance improvement. 

With both route request and route reply control packets 

being transmitted cooperatively, CSR can explore 

routes with high cooperative diversity.  Demonstrate 

CSR’s performance through simulation and compare 

CSR with other protocols. Building SISO network to-

pology: Each node periodically broadcasts a neighbor 

update message via SISO transmission. Using a process 

similar to distance vector routing, the neighbor update 

messages build up a SISO network topology (SNT), 

where entries in SNT represent nodes that are reachable 

via either single hop or multi hop SISO transmissions. 

CSR explores the benefit cooperative transmissions 

where cooperatively transmitted RREQ and RREP can 

be received by nodes in other groups even when the 

group distance is large. 

Proposed System  

   Space time division multiple access is used for en-

hance the privacy of the wireless network. Multiple an-

tenna array is used for enhance the privacy of wireless 

network. The fading of each channel varied Multiple 

antenna array is used for communication in the wireless 

network. Virtual antenna is used for communication of 

cooperative communication. The number of Virtual 

multiple input is transmitted in the wireless network to 

initiate the communication. Virtual multiple input is 

used for cooperative information with single transmis-

sion. Although VMISO allows improved data rates, the 

coordination overhead and complexity of channel state 

information and processing are significant challenges in 

VMIMO. 

 

   To achieve performance, number of related work have 

been proposed. The number cooperative transmitter 

leveraged at the transmitted side. The number of routing 

protocol is proposed in wireless communication such as 

dynamic source routing and distributed dynamic source 

routing protocol is used for transmission of information. 

The number of  cooperative transmitter is used for in-

crease the availability of the link. In a VMISO system, 

multiple transmitters transmit encoded versions of the 

same signal so that the error performance at the receiver 

is improved significantly compared to a traditional Sin-

gle Input Single Output (SISO) system. The number of 

virtual transmitter such as diversity gain and interfer-

ence tradeoff is appropriately leveraged. The coopera-

tion strategy such as diversity gain that is used increase 

the range or rate of links and both. The space time block 

coding is used for transmit the virtual  packet length L 

and in Ts. The space coding blocking  is used for bene-

fit of diversity of channel. In Receiver know the com-

plex channel fading of a channel and determine the 

bandwidth utilization. 

Proposed Method 

1)Find The Distance in Joint Throughput Multihop     

Manner. 

   In jointly optimizing for link rate and hop distance to 

achieve performance improvements using VMISO 

transmissions.  

2) Determine the Cluster Size 
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    An adaptive clustering algorithm that dynamically 

adjust the cluster size for each flow in the network.  

 

3) Routing Strategies 

    The rate ,range and cluster size are used to identify 

the best approach of joint optimization. 

   The figure.1 describes the VMISO which consists of 

multiple input, virtually create the multiple input in the 

side and then form the number of virtual input at the 

inputs and then create the virtual  multiple input and 

then clustering  the number of nodes within one group 

and then transfer the packet its make the link  for packet 

transfer and finally transfer to the destination node. It 

make the link with quality and reduce the inference in 

the channel and the final information transfer to destina-

tion. 

 

Figure.1 System Architecture 

Conclusion 
 

   Cooperative transmissions provide fundamental im-

provements to multi hop routing performance in wire-

less networks in terms of better scalability with both 

hop length and flows compared to existing wireless 

technologies.  Realizing cooperative routing with mul-

tiple flows is nontrivial due to inherent tradeoffs be-

tween improving a single flow’s performance and the 

interference among flows.  Achieving the performance 

benefits hinges critically on two algorithmic problems: 

determining the right cluster size and strategy (i.e., 

combination of rate and range for a given SNR im-

provement) by appropriately modeling the tradeoffs, 

intelligent routing decisions can be taken in a distribut-

ed manner leading to significant performance improve-

ments confirmed. While system was developed to opti-

mize throughput as the metric, the proposed framework 

can be used to identify routing. In this paper we also 

done the survey of cooperative source routing, distrib-

uted cooperative forward frame work, cooperative 

transmission and cooperative algorithm, cooperative 

transmission protocols and location aware cooperative 

routing. The survey tries to review multihop routing and 

review the characteristics and tradeoffs. 
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